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This delightfully interactive, adorably illustrated board book is designed with a dozen textures for tiny

fingers to explore. Babies will discover words like bib, cereal, and high chairâ€”all the necessary

components for a successful breakfast. Each object is named in English, Spanish, and French. A

delicious treat to pair with I Love to Sleep!

Board book: 12 pages

Publisher: HMH Books for Young Readers; Multilingual edition edition (August 21, 2012)

Language: Spanish, French

ISBN-10: 0547848420
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Age Range: 1 - 3 years

Grade Level: Preschool and up

We love these books - both the "love to eat" and "love to sleep." Unlike a lot of other touch-and-feel

books, these have large textured areas with cloth, etc. for the baby to grasp at. They're beautifully

bound and the artwork is lovely. Highly recommend.

This and it's partner book are awesome. It is perfect and appreciated by my toddler, but it is

wonderful and very appropriate for my almost nine month old as well. I Love to Eat and I Love to

Sleep are great reads for anytime as well as the "appropriate" time. With each pages filled with one

more item of wonder and discovery. We've had a few Touch and Feel Books through out the last

few years, but these two appear to be very durable and I'm excited to be able to share them with my

daughters.*Thanks to HMH for providing a copy for review.*



These books are fantastic for little kids! I have two and plan on getting more. The words are in

French, Spanish and English. Each page has something tactile to feel.

Really fun book for my baby who loves tactile/sensory books. I also love this because I can read it to

my son in Spanish and my husband can read it to him in French.

Cute book and well put together. It is sturdy so that my daughter can comfortably explore the book

without me having to worry about her destroying it.

This adorable, multi-lingual with different textures. This book involves kids in eating and identifying

objects and foods surrounding eating time.

Nice book but some of the words are in a Spanish other than what I speak. It's cute.
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